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urn right at the sign. It’s the last house
on the left. A duplex, with red brick and
two chimneys. You’ll see a car covered in
a blue tarp outside on the driveway. The
car is old, a classic; my father bought it
from our next-door neighbor. If you look
inside the car you’ll see it’s got a cassette player; yes it’s that kind of classic.
The seats are worn a little. The engine is
used a little. Ever since he couldn’t drive
it anymore, it’s been nothing more than
a landmark. I bet it’s still there, waiting
for him to come back and use it again.
But nobody is there to drive it anymore.
Nothing is there at all.
My apologies for the grass; it probably looks bad since it’s so high. It used
to be cut down regularly, the fresh smell
wafting pleasantly through the air. I don’t
know what uncut grass smells like, but I
bet it isn’t the same. Jutting out of the
front yard is a stump barely big enough to
sit on. That used to be a tree that bloomed
purple flowers in the spring. The purple
flowers were always full of bumblebees,
horrifying creatures that used to plague
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my childhood fears. Over time, a fungus
infested the trunk, and the tree eventually died. I don’t know who chopped it
down, but someone did. Nothing else
grows on the front lawn anymore. Nothing is there at all.
Our door is black, with three white
numbers. When you open the door—
wait, first open the screen door, then
walk through the door. Is the screen door
even there anymore? I always hated that
thing, especially the sound it makes—
anyhow when you open the door, do it
gently. Don’t slam the door against the
wall; we don’t have a proper door spring.
There used to be one gaping hole in the
wall. In fact, there were stains and scuffs
all around the place. On one particular wall little lines marked my growing
height. But since the house is rented,
they scrubbed and fixed everything, so
there aren’t any markings on the wall
anymore. Nothing is there at all.
The first room to the right was the
living room. There used to be a sofa and
a nice coffee table; then there were just
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folding chairs and a cardboard box. Then
there was a sofa again. But no matter
what changes were made to the furniture, there was always a big black box of a
TV, surrounded by CDs and movies. But
none of that is there anymore. Nothing is
there at all.
Continue down the hall, past the carpeted stairs. You’ll enter another gaping room that was the dining room, and
used to hold a dining table, chairs, and a
bookshelf. There also used to be a stereo,
and music. There used to be the smell of
food coming from the nearby kitchen,
the sound of water coming from the sink,
and the light of the refrigerator illuminating the evening gloom. But nothing
like that is there anymore. Nothing is
there at all.
Now come up the stairs, quickly. Go
on your hands and knees to get the best
experience. That’s how I used to climb
them; sometimes children know the best
way of doing things. And by the way, do

Nothing
is there
at all.

Now trot down the stairs and hurry
through the dining room towards the
back door. I know it’s time for you to go,
but there’s one more thing you must see.
When you’re outside, walk across the
barren backyard and stop at the swingset
that holds a simple, two-person swing. I
want you to sit on it. Swing a little. Move
the dirt around with your feet. Look up
as the winter birds fly. Feel the wind blow
in your hair. But most importantly, listen.
Can you hear us?
My father and I used to sit there and
talk. Usually I was so little that my feet
dangled in the air. His feet pushed off
the dirt and rocked up back and forth.
When it was hot we would drink water
or lemonade. When it was cold I snuggled close to him for warmth. I can’t for
the life of me remember what those talks
were about. But I can see us, I can hear
us talking, even when it was so long ago.
Can you hear us?
Nobody sits on that swing anymore. Nobody sits there at all.
And that’s what hurts the most. Nothing is there at all.u

you need a bathroom break? If you just
turn left and walk straight to the first
door you see. You know what you’ll find
in there. Once you’re done, we can go to
my room. It was very quaint. I used to
have a little bed with a little dresser full
of my little clothes, and on the floor were
my little toys, and in the corner was my
little closet. Of course, nothing little is
there anymore. Nothing is there at all.
Next door is my parents’ room. It was
very different. It used to have a big bed, a
big dresser full of big clothes. There were
also bigger books and a bigger closet. Everything there was big. Even the fights
were big. But nothing big is there anymore. Nothing is there at all.
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